1. She isn't allowed to drive. She .............. her driving test yet.
   A. has failed B. hasn't passed C. didn't pass D. failed

2. We .............. late if we don't go now.
   A. are B. will be C. would be D. were

3. Match the means of transport to what people are saying.
   A. I don't like the take-off but I always enjoy the flight.
   B. I like watching the countryside as we speed along the tracks.
   C. I hate being stuck in traffic and not being able to find a place to park.
   D. It's always crowded and I can never find a seat.
   A. 1-A; 2-C; 3-B; 4-D B. 1-C; 2-A; 3-D; 4-B C. 1-B; 2-D; 3-A; 4-C D. 1-D; 2-B; 3-A; 4-C

4. Match the synonym verbs.
   A. return B. follow C. receive D. reach
   1. return A. get B. arrive at C. go after D. come back
   2. follow A. get B. arrive at C. go after D. come back
   3. receive A. get B. arrive at C. go after D. come back
   4. reach A. get B. arrive at C. go after D. come back

5. Our mum went to the green market and bought .............. of carrots.
   A. a bunch B. a pinch C. a clove D. a loaf

6. Johnny is looking .............. his friends at his birthday party next Saturday.
   A. for B. forward to see C. at D. forward to seeing

7. Your suitcase looks very heavy. Let me .............. it for you.
   A. carrying B. to carry C. to carrying D. carry

8. A: You are Miss Dowley, aren't you?
   B: .........................
      A. I'm me. B. Yes, that's right. C. Not me. D. I am, aren't I?

9. Do the crossword puzzle and find the solution.

10. When you are at the airport, you can see such information:
    It means that .......................
    A. you must keep your personal items with you at all times.
    B. you should put your luggage at the check-in desk.
    C. you can leave your suitcase next to the information.
    D. you mustn't leave your luggage at the luggage room.

11. There isn't .............. food left. We have to go shopping.
    A. much B. many C. little D. a little

12. First he (1) .............. a shower, then he (2) .............. his breakfast.
    A. (1) was having; (2) ate B. (1) had; (2) was eating
    C. (1) was having; (2) was eating D. (1) had; (2) ate
13. A: Would you like (1) .......... bread?  
   B: Yes, I'll have (2) ............ slice.  
   □ A. (1) some; (2) any □ B. (1) some; (2) a □ C. (1) any; (2) some □ D. (1) a; (2) a  

14. Jim had a lot of delicious food at the party yesterday. He had:  
   He didn't have ..............  
   □ A. some cake □ B. some strawberries □ C. vegetable salad □ D. a tomato  

15. My father ............ very hard these days.  
   □ A. is working □ B. works □ C. worked □ D. has worked  

16. The town ............ I grew up was very quiet and beautiful.  
   □ A. which □ B. that □ C. whose □ D. where  

17. Which planet is ............ from the sun?  
   □ A. farer □ B. the furthest □ C. the most farer □ D. farthest  

18. You can hear the question: “Single or return?” ............  
   □ A. in the hospital □ B. at the railway station □ C. at the tennis court □ D. at the post office  

19. A: What's your girlfriend like?  
   B: ..................................  

20. The barbecue was a disaster because ............ sausages for everyone.  
   □ A. was too many □ B. wasn't enough □ C. there wasn't many □ D. there weren't enough  

21. The car factory in Oxford was closed last year, and now a lot of people are ............  
   □ A. happy □ B. workless □ C. unemployed □ D. lazy  

22. My sister ............ gymnastics three times a week.  
   □ A. goes □ B. plays □ C. does □ D. can make  

23. Mrs Cook's niece buys a few newspapers every week. (1) .......... reads (2) .......... on the train.  
   □ A. (1) He; (2) they □ B. (1) She; (2) them □ C. They; (2) it □ D. (1) He; (2) them  

24. Match the words that go together.  
   □ A. 1-C; 2-D; 3-A; 4-B  
   □ B. 1-B; 2-C; 3-D; 4-A  
   □ C. 1-D; 2-A; 3-B; 4-C  
   □ D. 1-C; 2-D; 4-A; 3-B  
   1. ask □ A. fluently  
   2. get up □ B. a phone call  
   3. speak English □ C. a question  
   4. make □ D. early  

25. Kate (1) .......... to school when she (2) .......... a flat tyre.  
   □ A. (1) cycled; (2) got □ B. (1) cycled; (2) was getting □ C. (1) was cycling; (2) got □ D. (1) was cycling; (2) was getting  

26. A: ..................................  
   B: No, I'm sorry, you can't. I need it today.  
   □ A. Shall I borrow your bike, please? □ B. Can I have your bike, please? □ C. Could I lend your bike, please? □ D. Can I borrow your bike, please?  

— Cornwall is a very beautiful place in the south-west of England. Only half a million people live there, but it has three and a half million visitors every year.  
— Cornwall has good weather all year. It’s never really cold in winter and can be very warm in the summer. It’s on the Atlantic coast, so it’s sometimes quite windy and wet. But there is never too much wind or rain.  
— Cornwall is famous for beautiful countryside, and for its fantastic beaches where people go swimming and surfing. There are many beautiful fishing villages along the coast. History lovers can visit the ruined castle of Tintagel, where they can learn the legend of King Arthur. Land’s End, the cape famous for its wonderful coastal views, is worth seeing. One of the latest attractions is the Eden Project. It opened in 2001 and has two huge greenhouses full of plants from all over the world, even fantastic tall trees from the Amazon rainforests.  

27. ............... is an interesting historical remain in Cornwall.  
   □ A. Land’s End □ B. King Arthur □ C. The Eden Project □ D. The castle of Tintagel  

28. Cornwall has ............... climate all the year round.  
   □ A. mild □ B. cold □ C. very warm □ D. tropical  

29. In Cornwall you can't see ...............  
   □ A. beautiful beaches □ B. high mountains □ C. tropical trees □ D. fantastic coastal views  

30. Choose the true sentence:  
   □ A. 3.5 million people live in Cornwall.  
   □ B. 1.5 million tourists come to Cornwall every year  
   □ C. You can see the Amazon River in the Eden Project.  
   □ D. The legend of King Arthur is connected with Cornwall.